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ABSTRACT 

Nearly all of the metallic fuel that has been irradiated and characterized by the 

Advanced Fuel Campaign, and its earlier predecessors, has been arc cast.  Arc 

casting is a very flexible method of casting lab scale quantities of materials. 

Although the method offers flexibility, it is an operator dependent process. Small 

changes in parameter space or alloy composition may affect how the material is 

cast. This report provides a historical insight in how the casting process has been 

modified over the history of the advanced fuels campaign as well as the physical 

parameters of the fuels cast in fiscal year 2016.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Metallic transmutation fuels are currently being developed under the Fuel Cycle Research and 

Develop program by the Advanced Fuels Campaign.  Metallic fuels have been shown to be a feasible fuel 

type via long term use in reactors and  numerous irradiation tests.  One of the advantages of metallic fuels 

is ease of fabrication by casting. During the EBR-II fuel fabrication campaigns, thousands of fuel pins or 

slugs were cast. However, during those fabrication campaigns fuel was cast on the kilograms scale in 

lengths of approximately 38 cm. This scale is much too large for laboratory scale irradiation testing such 

as is used for the AFC series of irradiation tests. In early 2001 the metal fuel fabrication team chose arc 

casting as the method of casting transmutation test and characterization fuels. Arc melting is the process 

of melting a charge of material, usually on either a actively cooled or passively cooled copper hearth, 

through means of an electric arc. It is often used in the materials industry to produce small batches of 

specialty materials in gram to a few kilograms quantities. Arc casting is essentially the same as arc 

melting although after the material is molten it is cast into a specific shape, in the case of the AFC tests, a 

rod. Arc melting was chosen based on its applicability to lab scale quantities of a tens of grams, very fast 

heating rates (necessary for americium retention), and its ability to produce homogenously mixed alloys 

or mixtures.  

During early technique development stainless steel was used as a surrogate fuel material in casting 

studies.  Stainless steel is non-radioactive and has a similar, though somewhat higher melting point than 

the U-10Zr and U-TRU-Zr alloys. Using stainless steel, rods of over 30 cm could be cast which is, much 

longer than necessary for AFCI testing. However, when the arc melter was transferred into a glovebox 

and used for melting/casting of radiological material casting did not progress as well.  Several problems 

were encountered such as alloying the fuel with the copper hearth, molten material not flowing into the 

quartz mold, or flowing into the mold but resulting in fuel slugs that were hollow (tube), or had excessive 

exposed and unexposed porosity. Since this original development effort many different techniques and 

configurations have been attempted, although much of the development has not been adequately 

documented. This report will serve as an initial attempt to capture some of this history and development 

of arc casting and to document the technique which is currently used for casting of transmutation fuels. It 

will also summarize the transmutation alloys cast in the fiscal year 2016.  Because many of the 

descriptions of previous work were at best qualitative, a number of the descriptions herein will be 

approximate, but they will still provide valuable information. 

2. ARC MELTINGING 

A Centorr 5SA arc melter has been used for most of the AFC irradiation and characterization fuel 

specimen fabrication. Typically this type of arc melter uses a non-consumable tungsten electrode and a 

water cooled housing and copper hearth. However, because of the added complications caused by using 

water cooling in a transuranic glovebox environment, the water cooling was not installed in the arc 

melters used for this work. In the typical arc melting process the materials to be melted are loaded onto a 

copper hearth with a slightly rounded depression machined into the surface. This depression serves to 

both contain the molten alloy and to shape the molten pool. Fuel alloys are generally made up of materials 

with widely varying melting points and densities, such as uranium, zirconium, and plutonium. In this 

example melting points vary from 1855°C for Zr to 639°C for plutonium while densities vary from 6.5 

g/cm
3
 for zirconium to 19.8 g/cm

3
 for plutonium. The materials to be melted are placed on the hearth 

melted in the electric arc forming a “button”. After the initial melt is done and the solid materials are 

melted together the button is flipped over and melted again. This process is repeated for at least two flips 

and three melting cycles. Figure 1 shows a typical example of the arc melter, along with a buttoning and 

casting hearth. The casting hearth is similar to the buttoning hearth except that a quartz mold is inserted 

up through the bottom of the hearth and brought to just below the upper surface.  An opening into the 

quartz mold is machined into the surface of the hearth. The quartz mold is generally held in place by 

means of a stainless steel or copper tube or chamber. 
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2.1 Casting Laboratory Fuel Casting 

The initial transmutation fuels were cast in the Casting Laboratory glovebox, which is a purified 

argon atmosphere glovebox, where the Integral Fast Reactor program transuranic bearing fuel was also 

cast on a larger scale. The first castings were done using the basic setup similar to Figure 1, although a 

buttoning hearth was used instead of an insert. The first issue encountered with the transmutation fuel was 

fuel material not flowing into the quartz mold. While the fuel could be melted and buttoned with no issue, 

after it melted it would not flow into the quartz tube. It was reasoned that this lack of flow was due to 

excessive gas pressure in the mold. A stainless steel plug was placed in the end of the quartz to prevent 

the molten alloy from flowing too far.  The initial endplugs were generally approximately 25 µm smaller 

in diameter than the inside diameter of the quartz. It was reasoned that if the endplug fit too tightly the gas 

present in the mold could not be displaced fast enough by the molten alloy. This led to a slight gas 

pressure which prevented the material from flowing into the mold. In order to mitigate this issue a number 

of plugs of different diameters and with various gas flow paths were used in the quartz molds. If an alloy 

would not flow into the mold a smaller diameter plug was used. If an alloy flowed into the quartz but 

produced a hollow tube or several large voids, a tighter plug was used to slow down the gas flow slightly. 

The simplicity of the arc casting equipment makes it well suited for use inside a glovebox. However, 

the simplicity of the design also means there is no pressure, time, or temperature feedback to the operator. 

The chamber of the arc melter is not sealed; therefore, the pressure is only controlled by the ambient 

glovebox pressure, although a gas purge can be applied to the chamber if necessary. Temperature in an 

arc melter is controlled by the amount of amperage applied to the arc. Although the operator can control 

the amperage, the correlation between applied amperage and heat built up in the material is complicated 

Figure 1- Typical arc melter and buttoning insert and casting 

hearth. Note the casting hearth is inverted to highlight the 

quartz mold chamber. 

 

Non-consumable tungsten arc 

Casting hearth 

Buttoning insert 

-,C
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and therefore temperature cannot be directly controlled. As with temperature, time is controlled by how 

long an operator applies an electric current. If too much is heat is applied it is possible to alloy the fuel 

material with the copper hearth, and if not enough heat is applied the melt may not be fully molten or will 

cool before it has flowed into the mold. In general, once the material is fully molten and flows slightly, 

for example towards the mold opening, if it doesn’t fully flow into the mold it will freeze off too soon. 

The amount of heat is further complicated because the material to be melted is sitting on a large copper 

hearth, which must be maintained at a substantially lower temperature than molten fuel material to 

prevent alloying with the fuel.  

During the early casting campaigns it was reasoned that additional superheat was needed in the melt 

to allow it to fully flow into the mold. In order to achieve this greater heat input an additional copper 

plate, or insert, was placed on top of the normal hearth. The gap between the hearth and this copper insert 

provided a thermal barrier allowing the insert and alloy to build up slightly more heat, although it was 

necessary to be careful to not alloy the melt with this additional copper plate. Initially the insert was quite 

thin with an approximate mass of 55 grams. When casting results were still inconsistent, the thickness 

was increased to approximately 4 mm, which essentially doubled the total mass of the copper insert. The 

original insert had a mold opening slightly larger than the quartz inside diameter, however, the quartz was 

mostly covered by the insert. This opening was increased to 5.9 mm which was just less than the outside 

diameter of the quartz, in hopes this would allow more material to flow into the mold. Despite these 

changes casting was still inconsistent. The next variable changed was the angle of the hearth. Initially, the 

quartz was placed in the center of the hearth. A new hearth was fabricated in which the mold was off to 

one side and the surface of the hearth was machined such that it tapered towards the mold opening. The 

taper angle was further increased by setting the arc melter on an angle during melting, and at times even 

slightly shaking the arc melter frame in order to overcome the material surface tension. All of these 

changes resulted in melts that were only sometimes successful. This variability remained constant 

throughout the casting campaigns.  

The next change made to the process attempted to deal with the pressure variable. The changes made 

were reminiscent of the traditional injection casting used during the EBR-II fuel campaigns. Suction 

casting was developed in order to better control the amount of super heat put into the system , the total 

time the charge was molten and to overcome any possible surface tension issues. This technique 

employed a hearth similar to the buttoning hearth, although the depression was slightly deeper and the 

upper support of the arc melter was modified to include an opening which would accommodate insertion 

of a quartz mold. After the charge was melted and buttoned three times following the standard process the 

button was melted in the slightly deeper hearth. Once the button was fully molten the quartz tube was 

inserted from above though the upper support plate into the molten pool and a slight vacuum applied by 

means of small syringe connected to the quartz with a flexible hose. As the reduced pressure was applied, 

molten material was drawn into the quartz mold. Figure 2 shows a photo of the arc melter and the quartz 

mold being inserted into the molten pool. Efforts to cast using this suction method were met with 

moderate success, although inconsistent results still plagued many of the attempts. Some of the variability 

may be explained by the simplicity of the design. Because reduced pressure was applied by pulling the 

plunger on a simple syringe a consistent amount of draw was difficult to obtain. If pressure was reduced 

too much a gas bubble could be drawn into the mold, resulting in significant voids throughout the rod. If 

the plunger was pulled back too quickly material would flow too quickly and not remain in a “slug form” 

due to the fact some of the molten charge would be pulled further up into the quartz, where it would 

solidify and possibly block off further flow before the bulk of the liquid was drawn into the mold. This 

could be thought of as a turbulent flow as opposed to a more controlled laminar flow where the whole of 

the liquid front moved consistently. Also of concern with this process was the large amount of heel left in 

the hearth. The heel was necessary because if the open end of the quartz is exposed gas is sucked into the 

casting, resulting in voids. However, this means that the charge size had to be increased, and often pieces 

of quartz remained remains in the heel.  Although, every attempt was made to remove the quartz before 

recycling the material, it is possible some quartz remained which would add further SiO2 contamination to 
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the recycled final fuel composition. In many of the fuel samples cast under the AFC program silicon 

contamination was observed throughout the sample. Although much of this was likely from the quartz 

mold, a small amount of quartz entrained into the recycled heel may have had a significant contribution as 

well. Because the suction casting method appeared to be the most consistent method of casting it was 

used for several casting campaigns, including the FUTURIX tests as well as the associated 

characterization alloys. Despite this improvement, consistent casting behavior was still an issue and 

therefore some casting was done using the more traditional gravity casting using the casting insert. 

In an attempt to further improve the casting technique additional modifications were made. The next 

change was to move to a pseudo-continuous casting technique. In continuous casting the material is 

withdrawn directly from the crucible through a die, which is usually water chilled, and then it is cooled. 

This method of casting is very common in the aluminum industry as well as other industries where it is 

done on a very large scale. To employ this method using the arc melting system a plug was placed into 

the quartz mold and extended all the way to the surface of the casting hearth. Once the fuel alloy was 

fully molten and heated the plug was withdrawn. Several variations of this basic set-up were attempted 

using various plug withdrawal rates with no success. Therefore, this method of casting was never 

transferred to the glovebox environment. 

The next design modification, like the last, was an attempt to allow more superheat into the fuel alloy. 

Based on the extensive use of the copper casting insert a similar graphite casting insert was fabricated and 

used in place of the copper insert. The graphite insert, like the copper insert, was in direct contact with the 

copper hearth, but because the thermal conductivity of the graphite is substantially less than that of copper 

the graphite hearth removed less heat from the molten material. The disadvantage of using a graphite 

insert was the likelihood of increasing the carbon contamination in the final fuel form. Some evidence of 

this was seen in the presence of carbide precipitates in the fuel microstructure. In general, contamination 

was controlled by controlling the amount of time the alloy was kept molten. Just as with  the copper 

hearths once the material was molten it flowed easily; therefore, the time could not be increased 

Figure 2- Arc melter set up to perform suction arc casting. Not pictured is the 

flexible hose and syringe connected to the quartz. 

 

Chamber with molten material being 

heated by the arc 

Quartz mold  
Modified upper support  
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substantially. In order to further increase the amount of super heat and to control when the material 

flowed toward the mold, the taper to the center of the hearth and mold opening insert was decreased to 

15°. Although the reduction of the taper angle did allow more heat input into the material before flow 

towards the mold began, the overall success of the graphite insert was marginal.  Improvements observed 

from this modification were less than those obtained with suction casting. Also, the risks of excessive 

carbide formation or bonding with the graphite were disadvantages over the use of the copper insert.  

Records indicate that several charges did bond with the graphite, and the bonded graphite had to be 

mechanically removed from the button. Due to the limited improvements coupled with the increased 

failure risks , the casting campaigns largely reverted back to the suction method although that method was 

still less than ideal.  

As seen throughout this report the major focus of the casting system modifications has been to 

increase the possible superheat of the melt. The method of arc casting used by the AFC program, 

implicitly limited super heat by using the “cold” copper or graphite hearths and inserts. The final 

modification made to the system in the casting laboratory prior to the majority of the casting work being 

transferred to a similar system in another facility, was again an attempt to increase the superheat. The 

final modification involved fabricating a ZrO2 insert, or crucible, that would sit on top of the hearth. As 

with the graphite inserts, by changing to a less thermally conductive material, less heat is transferred to 

the copper hearth and thus more heat could build up in the fuel alloy. There are two major differences 

between the graphite or copper inserts and the ZrO2 inserts. The first is the ZrO2 is not electrically 

conductive and has a much lower thermal conductivity and the second, is that ZrO2 is much less reactive, 

although not totally inert, with the fuel alloys. A simple measure of “inertness” is an Ellingham diagram 

comparing free energy or formation of the various oxides, as shown in Figure 3. Although this is based on 

equilibrium thermal dynamics which is a simplification, it is still useful. 
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Figure 3- Ellingham diamgram showing free energy of formation of various oxide phases. Note- the more 

negative the value the more stable the oxide. Graph is provided courtesy of Dr. Brian Westphal, INL (A. 

Roine et al., “Outokumpu HSC Chemistry” Version 6, 2007). 
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As shown in Figure 3 ZrO2 is more stable than PuO2 and very similar to UO2. ZrO2 was chosen based 

on its commercial availability of a castable product. The inserts were shaped with a roughly 35° taper 

toward the center of the insert that provided a deeper molten pool of material. A small opening at the 

bottom of the taper was incorporated into the insert design in order to expose a small amount of copper to 

the metallic charge thus providing an electrical contact. The inserts were made by casting or pressing the 

precursor slurry or powder material into a die, which provided a green structure. The green structure was 

then fired at a high temperature to remove any binders and provide structural integrity. Figure 4 shows a 

fuel button contained in the ZrO2 insert loaded into an arc melter. 

ZrO2 insert containing fuel button. 

Modified top plate to allow insertion 

of quartz mold for suction casting. 

Figure 4- Arc melter configured for suction casting using a ceramic insert. 
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Although the ceramic insert is not completely inert the casting process is very quick, therefore 

significant reactions are prevented from occurring. This particular modification resulted in the highest 

success rate of those that have been discussed. As such, this is the configuration that was transferred to 

the AFCI glovebox in the Fuel Manufacturing Facility (FMF). Although it was successful in that it 

provided more consistent casting behavior and results, it still had some disadvantages. The first 

disadvantage was although reaction with the ZrO2 was reduced by the short heat cycles some reaction was 

still present. This disadvantage was further compounded by the inherent need to have a significant heel at 

the end of the casting process. Because the insert was not completely inert, recycling of that heel was 

often impossible. Many times during the casting process the heel would start to bond to the ZrO2, the 

ZrO2 would be slightly reduced by the melt, or and the melt would infiltrate the porous insert. The second 

main disadvantage was do to the extreme heat of the arc and speed of heating. This would cause the 

inserts to receive thermal shocks, which would break off ceramic particles. These particles were then 

incorporated into the heel, thereby changing the overall chemical composition and rendering recycling of 

the material nearly impossible. Therefore, if a casting was not successful on the first casting attempt,  the 

material was heavily contaminated which made further casting success unlikely and the overall alloy 

composition was changed due to reduction of the ceramic. Also, often the melt material was not 

retrievable form the insert. In spite of these disadvantages the technique was the most successful and was 

transferred to the AFCI glovebox in FMF. 

2.2 FMF/FASB Fuel Casting 

After fuel casting was moved to the AFCI glovebox, casting continued using the ceramic insert. 

Although it was more successful, the suction technique was complicated because it generally required two 

people; one to control the arc and observe the pool while the second person would insert the quartz and 

draw material into the mold when conditions appeared favorable based on the first operator’s visual 

observations. The necessity to have two people working simultaneously is difficult in a glovebox set up 

due to space limitations and glove port locations. To simplify the casting operation the hearth and insert 

were slightly modified for gravity casting. The casting hearth was modified to allow a quartz mold to be 

inserted from the bottom while still maintaining electrical contact with the charge through the small 

opening at the center of the insert. An additional step was added to the buttoning process to shape the 

button to fit into the tapered ceramic insert in order to ensure electrical contact could be made at the 

bottom of the insert. Utilizing this process was quite successful and the technique was used for 

characterization alloys as well as irradiation test specimen fabrication. Throughout the casting campaigns 

different operators found different heating techniques to be most successful. The most favored technique 

was to heat the alloy button slowly by sweeping the arc over the button using a low amperage, but 

concentrating the most heat at the center of the button. As the center of the button continued to heat and 

just started to melt, the amperage applied was increased to the maximum amount very quickly and the 

entire button melted and was cast. Although this was successful the concerns over melt contamination by 

the ceramic insert and the inability to recycle failed casting remained.  

As the AFC program moved away from transuranic bearing fuel alloys to binary uranium based alloys 

casting was moved into the Fuel and Applied Science Building (FASB). With the move to FASB the 

decision was made to return to copper inserts in order to maintain the cleanliness of the alloys and to 

continue the re-use of alloys from failed castings. The new copper hearths included a buttoning hearth, 

shaping insert, and casting insert. The buttoning process was the same as previously described in this 

document. The shaping and casting inserts were based on the ceramic insert taper and diameter. The 

differences between the two inserts were that the casting insert was open on bottom to allow flow into the 

quartz mold and the shaping insert was closed. After the charge was buttoned it was shaped using the 

shaping insert, the resulting button was shaped much like an upside down (apex down) short and squat 

cone. The cone was then placed in the casting insert with the apex up. This cone shape was kept from the 

ceramic insert in order to maximize separation of the button from the hearth during heating. In general the 

heating process was the same; a lower amperage was applied to heat the button concentrating on the cone 
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apex, after the center started to melt the amperage was increased and the material melted and flowed into 

the casting insert and quartz mold. Although results were less consistent i.e. sometimes the casting would 

flow into the quartz and sometimes it  would simply pool in the insert, the alloys were less contaminated, 

because there was no ZrO2 or graphite and contact with the quartz while heating is minimized. Also, the 

melts could be re-used if the casting failed. A number of variations in heating techniques were tried which 

included; heating slowly with the heat concentrated in the center, heating the material quickly all over, 

heating the material quickly concentrating in the center, centering the shaped button or laying the shaped 

button on the tapered side, and varying gas purge rates, or combinations of techniques. Varying amounts 

of success was obtained from each heating technique. It appeared that for different casting batches, even 

those with the same composition, a different technique might be more successful. Over the course of 

several fabrication campaigns it was determined that the original casting insert taper was too steep and 

would not allow the material placed on the side of the taper to be heated to an adequate superheat. A new 

insert was fabricated with a slightly less shallower taper that was used in most of the casting campaigns. 

However, even though several techniques were developed, a consistently successful technique was not 

identified. It was left up to the operator experience to determine which of the techniques may work based 

on the molten materials behavior. It was found to be more of an art than a science making reproducibility 

nearly impossible. 

Recently the AFC program has again included transuranic fuel in the latest irradiation test and 

additional transuranic bearing alloys were needed to support the current revision of the Metals Fuel 

handbook. Due to the need for transuranic alloys casting operations have restarted in FMF. Due to the 

levels of success  seen with the copper casting and shaping insert, this method was chosen for 

implementation in FMF in order to avoid any additional melt contamination resulting from the ceramic 

insert. During the fabrication of the AFC-3F irradiation test alloys, 3F-2 through 3F-4, casting again 

presented a challenge. Personnel changes and changing from the ceramic insert to the all copper technique 

required process development. The basic configuration remained the same; however, several alloy 

compositions would not drop into the mold to form a solid rod of sufficient length for testing. One of the 

first changes made was removal of the plug inserted into the bottom of the quartz mold. The quartz tube 

was instead placed on a hexagonal standoff with gas pathways machined onto the top surface to ensure 

gas movement during the casting process. As development continued the success of the technique seemed 

to depend largely on operator experience. The taper angle of the casting insert was reduced further to 10°. 

At this amount of taper, once the material is fully molten additional heat could be briefly applied before 

the charge began to flow to the mold opening. This change appeared to be the most significant. The 

current hearth set up is shown in Appendix A Sketch 1-5. These sketches will serve as the starting point 

for continued technique or hearth development. Shown in sketches 1-5 are the overall hearth assembly, 

casting hearth, casting insert for 4-5 mm diameter quartz, buttoning insert, and the mold supporting 

components. 

In addition to AFC-3F alloys, several characterization alloys were also cast. Characterization alloys 

are generally used for chemical, microstructure, and thermal analysis. The size requirements for these 

samples are less stringent than those for irradiation testing samples. Because of the relaxed size 

requirement another casting technique was introduced; casting into a split copper mold. Buttoning and 

shaping were done essentially the same way, but instead of casting into a quartz tube, the material was 

cast into a split block with the appropriate size cavity machined into it along with a gas relief. Sketches of 

the split block molds are shown in Appendix A Sketch 6-10. The sketches show a split block mold for 

pins 4-6 mm in diameter and 10 mm in diameter. Also shown is a shaping insert used to produce a flatter, 

less conical button. In addition, the sketches show other molds made to change the height of the molten 

pool in the arc melting chamber. Because the glovebox configuration is not standardized as far as arc 

melter location is concerned some arc melters may use a higher hearth than others depending on operator 

comfort and experience. 
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Using the above modifications, technique development, and the hardware documented in Appendix A 

several transmutation alloys were successfully cast in FMF. In addition to the transmutation alloys listed 

in the following section, additional optimized and integral FCCI barrier fuel specimens were cast using 

the techniques and hardware documented in this report in the FASB facility.  

3. FY16 FUEL CASTING 

During the FY16 transmutation fuel casting campaign 7 transmutation alloys were cast, including 3 

optimized fuel alloy compositions. Three AFC-3F irradiation test alloys were also cast. Casting 

parameters of the individual alloys are recorded on INL Form-1598. These forms have been included in 

Appendix B of this document. Table 1 below summarizes the casting parameters and resulting masses. 

Unless noted on the Form-1598, all individual components are placed on the wire brushed buttoning 

hearth together and buttoned. During melting of some alloys an unknown soot type material was left on 

the hearth and in the arc melting chamber. This soot was wire brushed off between melts to maintain 

cleanliness. All molds were coated with a slurry of ZrO2 powder and ethyl alcohol. The coating was 

applied using a cotton swab. The ZrO2 powder is from a legacy EBR-II stockpile; however, the label 

shows the material to be from Ferro Corporation (www.ferro.com). No measurements are taken of the 

ZrO2, because it is quite thin and fragile. Again, based on individual experience it has been found that a 

thinner coating was better because a thick coating might leave pockets of alcohol which would evaporate 

quickly when contacted by the flowing metal and this would affect the surface finish of the pin at a 

minimum and might dramatically affect the flow of the material. A thick coating might also transfer the 

surface roughness to the finished pin. A subjective thickness gauge was made based on the visual 

appearance of the coating; a coating thin enough to be seen, yet not totally opaque was determined to be 

adequate. As mentioned earlier often during the casting process casting attempts were made, but the alloy 

did not flow fully into the mold or form a solid usable rod. Whenever possible the alloy was re-buttoned 

and casting was attempted again. The disadvantage of recycling the failed castings is the possible buildup 

of contaminates such as oxygen, nitrogen, etc. Although no direct correlation has been made, it is 

expected that the more times an alloy is melted the more likely contaminates are to build up which may 

affect casting, irradiation, and general characterization behavior. During casting operations the number of 

melts was recoded on Form-1598 or other appropriate documentation. Table 2 below shows a summary of 

the number of times each alloy was melted. 

 

 

  

http://www.ferro.com/
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Table 1- Summary of FY16 transmutation fuel casting campaign 

Casting ID Composition 
(wt%) 

Mold Used Initial Mass 
(g) 

Final Mass (g) Final Use 

AFC-P10Z-1015-
SLUG1 

90Pu-10Zr 5 mm copper 22.01 21.649 characterization 

AFC-P30Z-1015-
SLUG1 

70Pu-30Zr 5 mm copper 16.992 16.899 characterization 

AFC-U20P-10Z-
1115-SLUG1 

70U-20Pu-10Zr 4.3 mm 
quartz 

19.924 19.749 ANDE† 

AFC-
U20P2A3N10Z-

115-SLUG1 

65U-20Pu-10Zr-
2Am-3Np 

4.3 mm 
quartz 

27.013 26.886 ANDE† 

AFC-U20Pu10Z-
3.86Pd-1215-

SLUG1 

66.14U-20Pu-
10Zr-3.86Pd 

5 mm copper 11.991 11.951 Optimized alloy 
characterization 

AFC-U20Pu10Z-
3.86Pd-4.3Ln-
1215-SLUG1 

61.84U-20Pu-
10Zr-3.86Pd-

4.3Ln* 

5 mm copper 12.994 12.936 Optimized alloy 
characterization 

AFC-U19P-.7Z-
4.3T-5M-1215-

SLUG1 

71U-19Pu-0.7Zr-
4.3Ti-5Mo 

5 mm copper 13.009 12.960 Optimized alloy 
characterization 

AFC-3F-2 90U-10Zr** 4.3 mm 
quartz 

14.96 14.945  

AFC-3F-3 70U-20Pu-
10Zr** 

4.3 mm 
quartz 

24.152 23.925  

AFC-3F-4 90U-10Zr** 4.3 mm 
quartz 

15.044 15.001  

*- Ln- lanthanides, 53Nd-25Ce-16Pr-6La 
**- U was made up of DU and HEU pieces 
†- ANDE- Advanced Non Destructive Evaluation development at Los Alamos National Laboratory 
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Table 2- Summary of the number of times each transmutation alloy was melted 

Casting ID # buttoning # of casting 
attmpts 

Total 
Melts 

AFC-P10Z-1015-SLUG1 4 2 6 

AFC-P30Z-1015-SLUG1 8 6 14 

AFC-U20P-10Z-1115-
SLUG1 

6 4 12 

AFC-U20P2A3N10Z-
115-SLUG1 

4 2 6 

AFC-U20Pu10Z-3.86Pd-
1215-SLUG1 

Not Recorded-Specific alloying sequence 
see Appendix B 

AFC-U20Pu10Z-3.86Pd-
4.3Ln-1215-SLUG1 

Not Recorded-Specific alloying sequence 
see Appendix 

AFC-U19P-.7Z-4.3T-5M-
1215-SLUG1 

Not Recorded-Specific alloying sequence 
see Appendix 

AFC-3F-2 5 3 8 

AFC-3F-3 6 4 10 

AFC-3F-4 3 1 4 

  

4. CONCLUSIONS/DISCUSSION 

Arc casting has been used to cast AFC samples since 2002 and has been used to cast nearly all AFC 

irradiation tests and characterization samples. The only notable departure from arc melting was the 

casting of the AFC-3A/B alloys. During the course of these casting campaigns a number of modifications 

were made to the original casting technique. Technique development has included several changes in 

hardware design, multiple materials, and multiple heating rates. Nearly all of these changes were made 

during the casting campaign itself and were accompanied by minimal documentation. An attempt has 

been made through this document to capture some of the historical developments. Throughout these 

changes improvements seemed to be quite variable, depending on the composition of the alloys to be cast, 

original feedstock forms and/or source, glovebox atmosphere, and most importantly, operator experience. 

Anecdotally it has been reported that during some tests only one casting operator could successfully cast 

alloys, while during the next campaign only another could successfully cast. Although this statement is 

not wholly supported by accompanying documentation, the arc casting process is very operator 

dependent, and substantial experience is needed to be consistently successful. It is only through 

experience that an operator learns what modifications need to be made or when and how to apply 

appropriate heat. While results were slightly more consistent when a ceramic insert was used, this 

introduces an unacceptable risk of high contamination. The variability of the process stems from the lack 

of temperature feedback and the inability to control the amount of superheat applied to the alloys. 

Appendix A contains sketches of the currently used arc melting hardware for both quartz and copper 

molds. These will be used as an informal configuration control method going forward. Improvement may 

be made on the existing systems. Various monitoring systems exist that can will record arc amperage and 

voltage. If these parameters are recorded versus time, successful casting could be compared to 

unsuccessful casting and differences determined.  During FY17 casting campaigns the feasibility of 

incorporating such a system will be investigated. A significant finding of the most recent casting 

campaign is the importance of the casting insert angle. This was previously alluded to in laboratory 

notebooks, however, had not been passed onto new personnel. Based on results from the most recent 

casting campaign the angle is a very important parameter that can be modified through additional 
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hardware changes. Improvements can also be made to the process by changing the heat input method. The 

nature of the arc metlting process presents certain advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage is 

the ability to quickly produce lab scale quantities of a number of small fuel alloys, while maintaining even 

volatile elemental compositions. However, because of the difficulty in controlling the arc temperature and  

hearth material contamination concerns control of the casting process is limited. Other methods of heating 

may provide adequate mixing, especially if the starting material is an arc melted master alloy, quick 

heating times, and controllable heating rates and hold times and temperatures. During FY17 a conceptual 

design will be developed to investigate if induction heating can meet these requirements. If it is deemed 

feasible a prototype system will be fabricated and casting development initiated.  

5. Acknowledgements 

The authors would like to gratefully acknowledge contributions of various casting operators in the 

Casting Laboratory, FMF, and FASB. Without the previous and ongoing improvements of all these 

skilled personnel casting could not take place, which would bring the on-going research to a stand-still.  
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1. Appendix A- Arc Melter Hardware Sketches 

 

 

  



ARC MELTING HEARTH ASSY

NOTES:
 
1.  ROUND ALL SHARP CORNERS
    AND EDGES.
2.  PROVIDE ALL MATERIALS.
3.  DOWEL PIN, McMASTER CARR
    PART # 97395A452.
4.  MAKE COPPER ITEMS FROM ALLOY 101
    102, 110 OR CUSTOMER APPROVED.
5.  MAKE STAINLESS ITEMS FROM 304 OR
    316 SST.

SKETCH A REV 6
SHEET 1 OF 10
April 5, 2016
Blair Grover

SCALE  7/8

SHOWN WITH 5 MM
CASTING INSERT

SCALE  5/4

1/8" DOWEL PIN

ADJUSTMENT TUBE

CASTING HEARTH

BUTTON INSERT
OR

CASTING INSERTS

6 MM HEX STAND OFF
2.875 INCHES LONG

QUARTZ TUBE, 3 INCHES LONG
5 X 7 SHOWN

SCALE  5/4



1.750

2.000±.005

1.970 .005

10.0°±.5°

1.563
.125

CASTING HEARTH

NOTES:
1.  ROUND ALL SHARP CORNERS
    AND EDGES.
2.  FABRICATE FROM COPPER.

SKETCH A REV 6
SHEET 2 OF 10
April 5, 2016
Blair Grover

SCALE  2/1

SCALE  2/1

1/2-13 UNC THRU @ 



33.7°±.5°

.605±.001 .605±.005

10.0°±.5° 10.0°±.5°

.250±.005

.750±.005

 HOLE
THRU ALL

.196 .002

TO DEPTH SHOWN
.250 .005

 HOLE
THRU ALL

.213 .002

TO DEPTH SHOWN
.270 .005

HEARTH INSERTS

NOTES:
1.  ROUND ALL SHARP CORNERS AND
    EDGES.
2.  FABRICATE FROM COPPER.

SKETCH A REV 6
SHEET 3 OF 10
April 5, 2016
Blair Grover

BUTTON INSERT
SCALE  2/1

BUTTON INSERT
SCALE  2/1

4 mm CASTING INSERT
SCALE  2/1

4 MM CASTING INSERT
SCALE  2/1

1.500  .005 1.500  .005

EBR II CASTING INSERT
SCALE  2/1

EBR II CASTING INSERT
SCALE  2/1

1.500 .005



.015 TYP

.030 TYP

10.0°±.5°

 HOLE
THRU ALL

.238 .002
TO DEPTH SHOWN

.295

.290

.605±.005

2.875

5 MM CASTING INSERT

HEARTH INSERT AND STANDOFF

NOTES:
1.  ROUND ALL SHARP CORNERS AND
    EDGES.
 
2.  FABRICATE FROM INSERT FROM COPPER.
 
3.  FABRICATE STANDOFF FROM McMASTER
    CARR PART No. 89205K25 (6 MM HEX SST).

SKETCH A REV 6
SHEET 4 OF 10
April 5, 2016
Blair Grover

SCALE  2/1

SCALE  2/1

1.500 .005

SCALE  2/1

6 MM HEX STANDOFF
STAINLESS STEEL

ENDS HAVE VENTING
GROOVES

STANDOFF
SCALE  2/1

SEE DETAIL  A

STANDOFF END VIEW
SCALE  4/1SCALE  4/1

ADETAIL  



5.000±.005

.500

.290 .005

.125
(PRESS FIT TO DOWEL PIN)

.250±.005

ADJUSTMENT TUBE

NOTES:
1.  ROUND ALL SHARP CORNERS AND
    EDGES.
2.  FABRICATE FROM 304 OR 316 SST.
3.  CAN BE MADE FROM BAR OR BOLT.

SKETCH A REV 6
SHEET 5 OF 10
April 5, 2016
Blair Grover

SCALE  3/2

SCALE  3/2

1/2-13 UNC 1A  LOOSE FIT
THREADS, 2 INCHES MINIMUM
THIS END
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(1.455)

.750

.574

80.0°±.5°

(1.632)

.197

2.5003.000

.250.264

R.188 x .03 DEEP, TYP

1.5002.000

1.970

10.0°±.5°

20.0°±.5°

.688

.125
75.0°±.5°

.125 @ ONE SIDE .25 DEEP.
 .126 @  OF MATING BLOCK .25 DEEP

NOTES:
 
1.  MAKE FROM COPPER.
 
2.  ROUND ALL EDGES AND CORNERS.
 
3.  PROVIDE BEST SURFACE FINISH POSSIBLE
    ON INTERIOR MATING SURFACE OF ARC
    HEARTH TO SPLIT BLOCK INSERT.

SPLIT BLOCK
ARC HEARTH

5 MM SPLIT BLOCK
HEARTH INSERT

SKETCH A REV 6
SHEET 7 OF 10
April 6, 2016
Blair Grover

SCALE  1/1

SCALE  5/4

PROVIDE BEST POSSIBLE
SURFACE FINISH.

1/4-20 UNC 2A 
1/2 DEEP, 2 PLCS

SCALE  3/2

.04 GROOVE TO
EXTERIOR, ONE

SIDE ONLY.

PARTING SLOT

VENT HOLE, 
ONE SIDE ONLY



80.0°±.5°

3.00

80.0°±.5°

3.00

.250

.574

.250

.574

(1.632)

.264

.265

R.188 X .03 DEEP, TYP

1.500

R.188 X .03 DEEP, TYP

1.500

.125

75.0°±.5°.158

2.50

.125 @ ONE SIDE .25 DEEP.
 .126 @  OF MATING BLOCK .25 DEEP

.125

75.0°±.5°
.393

1.25

.125 @ ONE SIDE .25 DEEP

.126 @  OF MATING BLOCK .25 DEEP

(1.632)

4 MM SPLIT BLOCK
HEARTH INSERT

10 MM SPLIT BLOCK
HEARTH INSERT

NOTES:
 
1.  MAKE FROM COPPER.
 
2.  ROUND ALL EDGES AND CORNERS.
 
3.  PROVIDE BEST SURFACE FINISH POSSIBLE ON ALL
    SURFACES.
 
4.  INSERT ROLL PIN IN ONE HALF OF INSERT.
 

SKETCH A REV 6
SHEET 8 OF 10
April 5, 2016
Blair Grover

PARTING
SLOT

VENT HOLE,
ONE SIDE ONLY

SCALE  3/2

.04 GROOVE TO
EXTERIOR ONE

SIDE ONLY

PARTING
SLOT

VENT HOLE,
ONE SIDE ONLY

SCALE  3/2

.04 GROOVE TO
EXTERIOR, ONE
SIDE ONLY.



3.00

.265

2.50

.574

R.188 X.03 DEEP, TYP

80.0°±.5°

(1.632)

10.0°±.5° 3.000

1.561

SR1.000

1.690

.125

75.0°±.5°
.173

.125 @ ONE SIDE .25 DEEP.
 .126 @  OF MATING BLOCK .25 DEEP

.250

1.50
2.00

.617
.771

EBR II SPLIT BLOCK
HEARTH INSERT

NOTES:
 
1.  MAKE FROM COPPER.
 
2.  ROUND ALL EDGES AND CORNERS.
 
3.  PROVIDE BEST SURFACE FINISH POSSIBLE ON ALL
    SURFACES.
 
4.  INSERT ROLL PIN IN ONE HALF OF INSERT.
 

ROUND TOP
HEARTH

SKETCH A REV 6
SHEET 9 OF 10
April 5, 2016
Blair Grover

SCALE  1/1

PARTING
SLOT

VENT HOLE
ONE SIDE ONLY

SCALE  3/2

.04 GROOVE TO
EXTERIOR ONE

SIDE ONLY

SCALE  3/2

1.97

5/16X18 UNC 2B THREAD



.574

3.00

R.188 X .03 DEEP, TYP.

(1.632)

80.0°±.5°

.265

.250

SR1.000

1.750

1.561

10.0°±.5°

2.001

.771
.617

.125

75.0°±.5°

.236
(6 MM)

2.50

.125 @ ONE SIDE .25 DEEP.
 .126 @  OF MATING BLOCK .25 DEEP

1.50

NOTES:
 
1.  MAKE FROM COPPER.
 
2.  ROUND ALL EDGES AND CORNERS.
 
3.  PROVIDE BEST SURFACE FINISH POSSIBLE ON ALL
    SURFACES.
 
4.  INSERT ROLL PIN IN ONE HALF OF INSERT.
 

6 MM SPLIT BLOCK
HEARTH INSERT

.04 GROOVE TO
EXTERIOR ONE

SIDE ONLY

SKETCH A REV 6
SHEET 10 OF 10
April 5, 2016
Blair Grover

SHORT ROUND
TOP HEARTH

SCALE  1/1

SCALE  3/2

SCALE  3/2

1.97

5/16X18 UNC 2B THREAD



2.000

1.970

1.750

10.0°±.5°

3.000

1.000

1.970

1.750

10.0°±.5°

80.0°±.5°
.125±.001

.574

3.000

1.500

R.188 X .03 DEEP, TYP

(1.632)

.250

75.0°±.5°

.125 @ ONE SIDE .25 DEEP.
 .126 @  OF MATING BLOCK .25 DEEP

#1 SHORT
CASTING HEARTH

#2 TALL
CASTING HEARTH

#3 SPLIT BLOCK
INSERT

SCALE  1/1

SCALE  3/2

SCALE  1/1

SCALE  3/2

SCALE  1/1

SCALE  3/2
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2. Appendix B-  Completed FRM-1598 

 



1114
METAL FUEL FABRICATION PARAMETERS Page 1 of 3

Alloy Fabrication Required 

Unique ID (SPM No., SADZ No.,
etc.)

Total Batch Weight:

El Yes D No

AFC-P10Z-1015-SLUG1

22 qrams
f302̀

`Y413 ( S- 
0 6 )

3;ti .5"-:C.••41.;)

Alloy Formulae Weight % Component Mass* grams ± tolerance value

23sUranium 235Uranium % Enrichment

236Uranium 215Uranium/Zirconium Alloy

Plutonium 90 238Uranium

Americium Plutonium 19.8 ± .01

Neptunium Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Zirconium 10 Americium

Rare Earth Neptunium

Zirconium 2.2 ± .01

Rare Earth
* AC 5.404.11 AFCI Gtovebox Radioactive Material Mass Limit

The mass of radioactive process material in the AFCI glovebox enclosure shall be l mited to any combination of the following isotopes, provided that the individual mass
limits are not exceeded

Isotope' Mass (g)

U235' 350

Np237 100

Pu239? 225

Am241 50

Am242rn7 5.5

a. Radioactive contaminants associated with isotopes tisted in the table that result from the irradiation and
separations processes used to create the listed isotopes are also permitted.

b. Other naturally occurring isotopes of uranium (U-234, U-238) are permitted and do not count against this lim t
Uranium resulting from U-233 production activities is not permitted

c. All Pu shall be counted as Pu239. Plutonium resulting from Pu-238 production activities is not perrnitted This
allows the Pu in the glovebox to consist of any rnixture of weapons or reactorgrade Pu isotopes.

d Am242m quantities may be conservatively counted as 0.5% of the total Am241 present. As a result of its
properties, Am242rn cannot be chemically or isotopically separated from Arn241.

....
Arc!Meltingnarameters: . ...„-c......., . . v_J.,--,

Am•erage adjust setting: 300

Inner Mold diameter: 5 mm

Mold: Zr02 coated co. .er

Hearth: Copper

Total cast length (minimum): 1.5 iLL0.1 gm)

Slug length (minimum): 1.5 in (38.1 crn)



FRM1598
08/21/14
Rev. 0 METAL FUEL FABRICATION PARAMETERS

.

Fage 2

Sample length (minimum): Sample length will be determined after casting

Batch information:

Component Mass (grams) Weighed by FMH Verified by FMH Date

238Uranium % Enrichment

2"Uranium/Zirconiurn Alloy

"8Uranium

Plutonium /9. A7 <7-7Lif ._:_...---"S" //-/i. i 5-

Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Americium

Neptunium

Zirconium Z. Z63 c'S-7-- ----,-- CS //.--/- 1.1-

Rare Earth

Total Weight (grams) 22. 6 f C\----- -,2~..--cS 11-17 - is

Weight of Alloyed/Casted
Material (grams)._

!/ iil (1---,--- ,_,--, ,,,.,5_ J--

Material Difference (grams) - e5 - 74. ¡ Q.---- ../2.75—̀-: d-h- i'`

Material Accountability by: _______e..-- .,.._,.-------. 
(MBA Custodian)

Date: a_ if ../,-

- - - - - - -
Slug Iriformetion: -Li, , '

Slug No.
Weight aftercutting

(grams)
Diameter

(inches/mm)
Length

(inches/mm)

Weighed/
Measured by

FMH
Verified by
FMH Date

1 970 a. /5-- 6 V II ,...18:----?-5--S p.... /2-15- Ir.

,.. 21 2
cj z,../' k_.

to ,/// CTN .2.7-',-,--S /. 27-1

:)1' 1 3
144 4-

0 - (,011,- 5 . oa LO iv( 2* 7 1 01,..‘ C:TXJ 0-4"(C / -11-16

4

5

6

7

Total weight aftercutting (grams): Zl, 21- 5 - 3 41k, ate,4 .5:--,,r1,
-1- , .

14.375'4W/,

Total weight of alloyed/casted material (grams): ZL ti(g5 --1.0@e--

Material differences (grams): 6, Mc) 6 . / 4 75

Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian)

--'--------- ----__.-- Date• ' /1- /5-- /S-

Balance Information: A )4°- St i c-A cr 4- b•..i.,,, ,,....,5 17/, d 70. i Ct., (.; /44‘.- 4 • 1, -I r I do ii-t. - /1.
-/



r'13V-.1 I 2C:o..

06/21/14
Rev. 0 METAL FUEL FABRICATION PARAMETERS Page 3 of 3

Manufacturer: Model No: Serial No: Calibration Due Date:
Caliper Information:

Manufacturer: Model No: Serial No: Calibration Due Date:

W2n1*7:a lf, . .. r4it'WV 1 '''  ZI   --,- ,0 ', ;41%W . -4.‘1/4 kn,1e1ft-Nr!-Y .,.., , ;:-4"4...v.:'"W-,,,t4 . Narrative:* `'• g. 'IC-41:e' *:' e i+ ' A.411Z4.4 '."' ',f, ''  1:::; ; ' -46:, ,:-' :,/,?,g L'-,, di,,,:'-):: f-aV4).-ct 'WI' Pr
Alloy shall be rnelted a minimum of 3X before casting. Record the number of time the alloy is melted.
Note any changes in appearance during the casting/heating process i.e. surface discoloration, dross, etc.
Note the number of times the casting is attempted.

,54ney k Ax....c.m._ . a. ilz? A Ce.co(droc,i--..7
ll-ii- / c :

13011w v7-12) S TriAletj

ki-ritrAlro be op "-

(0-1-tulez l TP-v.

0 t2-0
PK' —
(--47v Atitte4VP) ,



r r.Wri

08/21/14
Rev. 0 METAL FUEL FABRICATION PARAMETERS Page 1 of 3

Allcjyfon Re.quired Yes El No

bnique ID (SPM No., SADZ No., AFC-P30Z-1015-SLUG1
etc.) 

Total Batch Weight: 17 grams 0

Alloy Formulae Weight % C.omponent Mass* grams ± tolerance value

235Uranium 23sUranium % Enrichment

23aUranium 235Uranium/Zirconium Alloy

Plutonium 70 238Uranium

Americium Plutonium 11.9 ± .01

Neptunium Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Zirconium 30 , Americium

Rare Earth Neptunium

Zirconium 5.1 ± .01

Rare Earth
' AC 5.404.11 AFCt Glovebox Radioactive Material Mass Limit

The mass of radioactive process material in the AFCI glovebox enclosure shall be lim ted to any combination of the following isotopes, provided that the individual mass
I m[ts are not exceeded

Isotope' Mass (q)

U235b 350

Np237 100

Pu239' 225

Am241 50

Am242rni 6.5

a Radioactive contaminants associated with isotopes listed in the table that result from the irradiation and
separations processes used to create the listed isotopes are also perrnitted.

b. Other naturally occurring isotopes of uranium (U-234, U-238) are permitted and do not count against this limit.
Uranium resulting from U-233 production activities is not permitted.

c. All Pu shalt be counted as Pu239. Plutonium resulting from Pu-235 production activities is not permitted. This
allows the Pu in the glovebox to consist of any mixture of weapons or reactorgrade Pu isotopes.

d. Am242m quantities may be conservatively counted as 0.5% of the total Am241 present. As a result of its
properties, Am242m cannot be chemically or isotopically separated from Am241.

Alt,,Meltinggararrigtets:

Amperage adjust setting: 300

Inner Mold diameter: 5 mm

Mold: Zr02 coated copper

Hearth: Copper

,IFtit$ICasfrri• FP4ratrojtOM

Total cast  length (minimum): 1.5 in. 13.8 cm)

Slug length (minimum): 1.5 in (3.8 cm)



FRM1598
03/21/14
Rev. 0 METAL FUEL FABRICATION PARAMETERS Page 2 of 3

Sample length (minimum): Sample length will be determined after casting

20- , azvva.mv,:41; -7,-, ' . - , , .7.-•7.4-Arr:r--v-n 42-7rt.
Batai ;I rifWlafibfi:-.,:f ' '  -  - .": ' --Ili .. * '-_.: ' '_ , . , ' _ .- - ,

Component Mass (grams) Weighed by FMH Verified by FMH Date

2351.11ranium % Enrichment

2"Uranium/Zirconium Alloy
23sUranium //4.1)--/(11

Plutonium . --#.:-/eri Ji 
9o/ ,---

----\__1,' ...--zi*-, 's - '3,a- t i-

Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Arnericium

Neptunium /4-if zee

Zirconium

g

.--57.-ierfr 5. 07/ \---t---- ,--.:-:': 5-5 II- 3E-1

Rare Earth

z41
Total Weight (grams)

/1/4-ts--
_17,0514- IL .411z cr-_,-,--- - -0-c 1 1- ?a -i r

Weight of Alloyed/Casted
Material (grams) 4 179 cr..--‘...--- ..--7

, '''''- -:' '-7 5 II-70-i r

Material Difference (grams) e. o 13 <:r:.,-.------,,ee5'47> //-10-15-
.)

Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian)

Date:
a - 16 - LC-

-̀ 4,-Tri.7,-
tlugdnfaTitiatiofi:-  _ , ,

Slug No.
Weight aftercutting

(grams)
Diameter

(inches/mm)
Length

(inches/mm)

Weighed/
Measured by

FMH
Verified b.
FM\1-1 Da 

-33'..2s- 12)-1
,•:.1-11,

,a-P-F-f- V e 7 3
il-lit-i,

__411-7 - r 5 - - 451 0,7 7 ( 't ..-1-: ki /2-/r- /5

2 0- 242_

U-1 3
• A. 4.,, -51-..-ri • 14.-

il. 3 S5- C\ 1:\ --'?"--..f-.. i- 27-1(e

% 4( 4
, ,,i-

0.6,01
.57f' t,,,
----- --7 -tz.ii, p 2? .;" ,,, „ii .e--;-'1'55 /-17-11:c,,1\‘\_,,

5
,.::»-

6

7

Total weight aftercutting (grams): /lc 7 3e' 5 ,iVi-e-,- ik..,. 5,-..,,,,/ L /6. Or

Total weight of alloyed/casted material (grams): f& . FT?) //t . 736,,

Material differences (grams): Q. l(c ̀ I, a, 6 ls-

Material Accountability by: Date: /2._ 15_ 15

(MBA Custodian)
,..--- i

Balance information: Fr rkt-,- 5..4,., c.-- h A 4 _ / Z. tr, . f - a. ec=1, lo d 7z35-44 / cA9.,_ 4-4.0.-/a.c 4-
1
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Manufacturer: Model No: Serial No: Calibration Due Date:
Caliper Information:

Manufacturer: ....V4,-/-41,4 Model No: Serial No: 
i 1 A., io 5 305- i

Calibration Due Date:

1,..-q,„,;,„441a7..,-;-,z4w7--.77 .,  7,"""7-‘7-9''',777.77, . ., arra e;  , -„.1....-.. ..._ Z-ct5-ai_,t.-;,..„51.-- 

Alloy shall be melted a minimum of 3X before casting. Record the number of time the alloy is melted.
Note any changes in appearance during the casting/heating process i.e. surtace discoloration, dross, etc.
Note the number of times the casting is attempted.

n- 11- i c

<1/3tirr7avit 1'P-4S

Peric r-,e r CD ety
3Lirmulo L Tosi.

AW1-A-PtD 0 ktp

/ I --,2q - Li
OarroA,
/1-rrsyreo RV

13(1r-reeti
1aTr0yro lk

l(-3(/--fs-
flut-TrAti
il-rrOttpra Otte
6 vrrOA)
i92V -
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Iloy Fabrication Re• uired

Unique ID (SPM No., SADZ No., AFC-U20P10Z-1115-SLUG1 01-
etc.)

Total Batch  Weight:

Yes 0 No

 20 grams 571-Da 349

Alloy Formulae Weight % Component Mass* grams ± tolerance value

235Uranium 235Uranium % Enrichment

235Uranium TO 235Uranium/Zirconium Alloy

Plutonium 20 238Oranium 14 ± .05

Americium Plutonium 4 ± .05

Neptunium Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Zirconium 10 Americium

Rare Earth Neptunium

Zirconium 2 ± .05

Rare Earth
• AC 5.404,11 AFCI Gtovebox Radioactive Material Mass Limit

The mass of radioactive process materlal in the AFCI glovebox enclosure shall be limited to any combination of the following isotopes,
lirnits are not exceeded

Isotopes Mass_lq)

provided that the individual mass

U-235b 350

Np-237 100

Pu-239t 225

Am-241 50

Arn-242mi 6.5

a. Radioactive contarninants associated with isotopes listed in the table that result from the irradiation and
separations processes used to create the fisted isotopes are also permitted

b. Other naturally occurring isotopes of uraniurn (U-234, U-238) are permitted and do not count against this limit.
Uranium resulting from U-233 production activities is not permitted

c. All Pu shail be counted as Pu-239. Plutoniurn resulting from Pu-238 production activities is not permitted. This
allows the Pu in the glovebox to consist of any mixture of weapons- or reactor-grade Pu isotopes

d. Am-242m quantities may be conservatively counted as 0.5% of the total Am-241 present. As a result of its
properties, Arn-242rn cannot be chemically or isotopically separated from Am-241.

e rri .P,ArOrngeN: 

Am era e ad'ust setting: 300

Inner Mold diameter:  4.3 m-Fn

Mold: Zr02 coated quartz 

Hearth: Cover

Total cast len•th minimum): 1.5 in (38.1 cm)

Slu  length (minimum): 1.5 in (38.1 cm)

_Sample  length Jminimurn): Sample length will be determined after casting

 411
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-150011456,11 lidt1:1_

Component Mass (grams) Weighed by FMH Verified by FMH Date

235Uranium % Enrichment .

235Uranium/Zirconium Alloy
!

238Uranium /3. fit
, 1.---'1/

......-4-7 ---- //- lc - IS

Plutonium 1.(dd9, CH, ....-65-3 7/. 7b-13--

Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Americium

Neptunium

Zirconium /. 76i, (k.--:A7 ..„--Lig--3-c 0•?../ 5-

Rare Earth
/

Total Weight (grams) ( 7. T.vii (1-7,1/ .....e...5-s 11• io - 1 r
Weight of Alloyed/Casted

Material (grams) /1- 71/,0 1-.^./.i , 6 - 57-'7 ,1-3,--, r

Material Difference (grams) 0.17C 1----r" _,,-,-.53 0- ro- i f-
1

Material Accountability by: ..------...
(MBA Custodian)

Date: /j- AO - i s"

. 
LSI otl iilcirilfatiorf:7

Slug No.
Weight after-cutting

(grams)
Diameter

(inches/mm)
Length

(inches/mm)

Weighed/
Measured by

FMH
Verified by
FMH Date

iY*64c
U. 0' c 7(05- .1.-4 :-.:-.:-F?5 a /6 ii

)tif
2 .9: i/4/ U. IttLi c.7-51., ,,,---<

-'

17-1G-i3

WI 3
i..,.....,. -,--.--•-s., Tic

10. z:, / . ? /- ?---ii,

"i'.1 4
.,-,-,,,i- .:-...-ri.
ri.c.org ii. /3 .ki......,„ .3. cc, ‘1,A,,,A ---/\. .-/-------- i - 77- ,c,

5

6

7

Total weight after-cutting (grams): /. 39 (

Total weight of alloyed/casted material (grams): /1 74:7

Material differences (grams):
3

0, 3-32j

Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian)

„,..-------
----

--•<. Date.• /z - /4-15,----- 
'
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Balance Information: lid,- 5,-.,,.,,L.hc_

Manufacturer: Model No: ,k e G - iii 3 Serial No: 7Z 3 31.,t, Calibration Due Date: ../-4- tt

Caliper Information: My 4.14:1-, e. Asa itik-

Manufacturer: Model No: co- I/ ,-1-5,, 1 Serial No: VI •i,-+ 5' 1 Calibration Due Date: /- / 3-i 7

•: . ' ,Q- 4 ' •  ,, _ ..,
Melt alloy a minimum of 3X before casting to shape, record total number of times alloy is melted or casting is
attempted but didn't drop. Also note any changed in alloy appearance after melting, especially multiple times,
i.e. darker surface color, visible dross, etc.

11--- ,o- 1 r : AlgO 144101i )44414 eI0V4V-4, krr4VIXD tirti4 a° geta%
PArratik 3 TiivK5
DZ.VO - l. 5" 94wp (LT Air 4- WAY Cieel. 5(UO-•

4.- $iigtato
Arrvve-69 kui
tort-04

ikl-CiAlfrio kit
litirrio
OQ-Aq.
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Alloy Fabriqation  Fpciyired ID Yes LI No

Unique ID (sPM tao., SADZ No., AFC-U20P2A3N10Z-1115-SLUG1
etc.) 

Total Batch Weight:

Use 150-80-61646-66764 for Pu/Am alloy

27 • rams 5/N-192--

Alioy Formulae Weight % Component Mass* grams ± tolerance value

235Uranium 235Uranium % Enrichment

238Uranium 64.4 235UTanium/Zirconium Alloy

Plutonium 20.1 238Uranium 17.387 ± .05

Americium 2.3 Plutonium 2.7 ± .05

Neptunium 2.9 Plutonium/Americium Alloy 6.913 ± .05*

Zirconium 10.3 Americium

Rare Earth Neptunium

Zirconium

Rare Earth
* AC 5.404.11 AFCI Glovebox Radioactive Material Mass Lirnit

The mass of radioactive process rnaterial in the AFCI glovebox enclosure shall be limited to any combination of the following Isotopes, provided that the Individual mass
I mits are not exceeded:

Isotope Mass (g)

U-235b 350

Np-237 100

Pu-239' 225

Am-241 50

Am-242rnd 6.5

a. Radioactive contaminants associated with isotopes tisted in the table that result frorn the irradiation and
separations processes used to create the listed isotopes are also permitted

--,. b. Other naturally occurring isotopes of uranium (U-234, U-238) are permitted and do not count against this limit
Uranium resulting from U-233 production activities is not perrnitted.

c. All Pu shall be counted as Pu-239 Plutonium resulting frorn Pu-238 production activities Is not permitted. This
allows the Pu In the glovebox to consist of any mixture of weapon5- or reactor-grade Pu isotopes.

d. Arn-242m quantities may be conservatively counted as 0 57. of the total Am-241 present As a result of its
properties, Am-242m cannot be chemically or isotopically separated from Am-241.

Arp ,Merting Parame.te.m:

Ampera9e adjust setting: 300 

Inner Mold diameter: 4.3 mm 

Mold: Zr02 coated cigartz 

Hearth: Copper

IWO PgOotiPoproottlq: 
Total cast length (minimum): 1.5 in (38.1 cm)

Slug len_gth (minimum): 1.5 in (38.1 cm)

Sample lengthirninimun:k Sample length will be determined after castirn
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'-44,tiA,,,_ -* aW417:,:ri  -;:ii-, -.7''f:3i11--,..--.-.7::7-777-77177,- '', ,%,.,S•r- 1,‘VaioPtirkerrnattOBV2LL  '-- ...:iLr:. -4:S',4 ,-,_..0 cvr. -aVS. -k:;*'VV:----fi '' '3frivi e-7,
rsr 

71e:  ..!',EL,.,i, ...L.,A -.m_Nlez.:-.k.,
Component Mass (grams) Wei_ghed by FMH Verified by FMH Date

235U ranium % Enrichment

,

235UraniumlZirconium Alloy

238Uranium (7.. 3747 C\iC.:;i) r.r--51--37 /z - 2- r r
Plutonium 7Z4,- CZ7S7i;U ,..-4-......5.7 /1-2-, r

Plutonium/Americium Alloy 4. f,Y / ,--ncz; iz-z-i )---c,.) ;\,./
Americium

Neptunium

Zirconium

Rare Earth

Total Weight (grams) 21. d17.5 ,,c'51 /2.-2-1 s-1/\/1
Weight of Alloyed/Casted

Material (grams) 2C, ge‘ i C57\) _4—, ; , 2 - z - f $--
Material Difference (grams) 0 Iz7 5 -----;1./ ..,-6-57 iz -¿-(1--

Material Accountability by: .....„,
(MBA Custodian)

-....L...5------.-- Date: is- z -ir

- - 
. ...,-V. --,_ ---....._,,ar-, ,,,,,. '?..'..-,4.i.,-_ ' ,P1  -'

;811:6iiiitakiation.i; ' :\-.1_,. ".

Slug No.
Weight after-cutting

(grams)
Diameter

(inches/mm)
Length

(inches/mm)

Weighed/
Measured by

FMH
Verified by
FMH Date

i,/‘ 1 q 25"1
5

0./10 '7 
.,

0.7.4 7 
q

J.-..."; /— I:- IG—;;\)

''\ 2 I/ 21 g5 49_1 if i
ll

0 757 'I -..-10 r.---.1'; i - L- -II,
4. Z- 3

-,....e.” 5.---/-, l c-

D. d3Z /1. ,c..."3 /-& -i‘
1). 4

,,,,,..,:- -....-- .....-cie._
c.c.,ve .4 3/ 6......-- 7. -)t.. ....., ...-.. ...-- -5 i-k - it.\,.\ -

5 ,
6

7

Total weight after-cutting (grams): 26 .5-11
Total weight of alloyed/casted material (grams): 26, er 4,3
Material differences (grams): 6 . 34-1.

Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian) ----_----_ .....-...--

Date.' -it/ -I: .,
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Balance Information: AA.,- .5e f er,dx-,hc_

Manufacturer: Model No: igtect,- 4,3 Serial No: 173)--ct. Calibration Due Date: 4-4 t6
Caliper Information: Di5.0,:-/-4 .44)5,0-2--
Manufacturer: Model No: eo- V /)-5 ,Serial No: 73 I z.i)- Calibration Due Date: l- /7-11

,10.-t.,--7-,19:r rt --7:1 -.r."., t -1 - -.7 • '''' -,.*.-4:,_:..7:17..W:WANt,ta-T*141 - 
 
-= - ,. - -' ,,e .I-- • ,..::.,.t, '. 
. i.-':i.i'l

*150-80-61646-66764 contains appropriate Am, Zr, and Np amounts, but 2.7 g of additional Pu will be
needed. 150-80-61646-66764 is contained in SADZ-FMF-323.
Melt alloy a minimum of 3X before casting to shape, record total number of times alloy is melted or casting is
attempted but didn't drop. Also note any changed in alloy appearance after melting, especially multiple times,
i.e. darker surface color, visible dross, etc.

I -1g- - VW? OLO }tlemra (7ir u?
00.11-weal 3-1—yhts
tk-Cic^e1-40 014e

1)- .2- Is - Odriuniso 1 j_5(0 Mtvti ) 14'Ntt 4 ror-)

‘)Kb RC')
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Alloy Fabrication Required

Unique ID (SPM No., SADZ No., etc.)

Total Batch Weight:

Yes In No

AFC-U2OPIOZ3.86Pd-1215-Slugl

13 grams

Alloy Formulae Weight % Component Mass* grams ± tolerance value

215Uranium 2"Uranium % Enrichment

"'Uranium 66.14 2"Uranium/Zirconium Alloy

Plutonium 20 ""Uranium
_

r:) S'3R8.598 ± 0.01 t, \

Americium Plutonium 2.6 ± 0.01 (A, S (\ 3,
Neptunium Plutonium/Americium Alloy

_

Zirconium 10 Americium

Rare Earth Neptunium

Palladium 3.86 Zirconium 1.3 ± 0.01 /-50,3—

Rare Earth

Palladium
..-..7 ocy

0.501 ± 0.01

' AC 5.404.11 AFC! Glovebox Radioactive Material Mass Limit

The mass of radioactive process material In the AFCI gtovebox enclosure shall be limited to any combination of the following isotopes,
limits are not exceeded:

Isotope* Mass (g)

00-. rick, Cm : 0_134
provided that the ind vidual mass

U235' 350

Np237 100

Pu239' 225

Am241 50

Am242rn' 6.5

a. Radioactive contaminants associated with isotopes listed in the table that result from the irradiation and
separations processes used to create the listed isotopes are also permitted.

b. Other naturally occurring isotopes of uranium (U-234, U-238) are permitted and do not count against this limit.
Uranium resulting from U-233 production activities is not permitted.

c. All Pu shall be counted as Pu239. Plutonium resulting from Pu-238 production activities is not perrnitted This
allows the Pu in the glovebox to consist of any mixture of weapons or reactorgrade Pu isotopes.

d. Arn242m quantities may be conservatively counted as 0.5% of the total Am241 present, As a result of its
properties, Am242m cannot be chemically or isotopically separated from Am241.

Arc Melting Parameters: .

Amperage adjust setting: 300

Inner Mold diameter: 5mm

Mold: Zr02 coated Copper

Hearth: Copper
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Fuel Cašting Patanieters: . 
-,

Total cast length (minimunl): 1.25 inches (31.75 mm)

Slug_length (minimum): 1.25 inches (31.75 mm)

Sample length (minimum): sample length will be determined after casting

Batch Information:

Component Mass (grams) Weighed by FMH Verified by FMH

.

Date

235Uranium % Enrichment

235Uraniumairconium Alloy ,

218Uranium
.5-77

71.\-
,---y-":"7::'--- S 1Z-2-1.5-

-Plutonium E . 5 7 ----C:-.,-

,

 /2 -2 1 5-

Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Americium

Neptunium

Zirconium / 2o .?_s"- AS ,,,---e---___ /z 2- --1 r

Rare Earth

,4: /./.-. ,-,..,:-,:--- 0. 5-c6/ ---/\) -----C_ /2 1--1.5—

.

Total Weight (grams) /Z. 54944, ----a-- /Z-2 -1 r
C--1`)

Weight of Alloyed/Casted Material

. (grams) ,'? €i 3 , ,
----1\

....--z-z> a ./--is-

Material Difference (grams) 4 0 5- 71,-• ---/\) .---e-----: 17 - 2 -1 r

Material Accountability by: __-
1MBA Custodian)

-,_-,-_,------z___— Date: /2 --2 -/S--

, - - _
Slug 

,T, 1on: Informati 0 e y L ,

Slug No.
Weight aftercutting

(grams)
Diameter

(inches/mm)
Length

(inches/mm)
Weighed/ Measured by

FMH
Verified by
FMH Date, i ,,,,, „.4.4,... 0. / e-/ ii ..1. 741 il ..,c-55 /-24- I 1,,

s
- 2

4 pt.a.,-. 5-----vi-
C. 35-z/

2I
k ,/..z„44,

,i!, 3 ,,,,, 1- 1-;, ,..-rtie-
(3 .t,c,s- 14 TZ 0,Li4.1.

/-z4:- cc,-
7., ,,...,x-z-- .,, ,,,. -- ,-2 4 41.,C\77f.)

4

5 77:-/.../ /2. 65-Z \:1)) .„,...e.7.:;,,--S 1-Zi- -1cs

6

..

r,,,,i14-frice.. O. 27 ?he
,

_

'---./\) .,,....„..^-5 I - Z4, -11,

7

Total weight aftercuttinq (grams):
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Total weight of E ioyedIcasted material (grams): /2_ 5 34-
Material differences (grams): 6. 277

Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian) 

____ ,_... Date: /-01.-141.-------"'

Balance Information:

Manufacturer: Model No: Serial No: Calibration Due Date:

Caliper Information:

Manufacturer: Model No: Serial No: Calibration Due Date:

Narrative:

Alloy accordin_g to the buttoning sequence below, record total number of times alloy is melted or casting is attempted

but didn't drop. Also not any changes in alloy appearance after melting, especially multiple times, i.e. darker surface

color, visible dross, etc.

Buttoning Sequence

1) Alloy U and Pd, flip and remelt 1X

2) Add Zr to the U+Pd button, flip and remelt 1X

3) Add Pu to the U+Pd+Zr button, flip and remelt 3X

initial cut to square ends only leaving length as long as possible.
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Alloy Fabrication Required

Unique ID (SPM No., SADZ No., etc.)

Total Batch Weight:

El Yes O No

AFC-U2OPIC23.86Pd-4.3Ln-1215-Siugl

12 grams

Alloy Formulae Weight % Component Mass* grams ± tolerance value
2's Uranium 235Uranium % Enrichment

238Uranium 61.84 23sUranium/Zirconium AIIoy

Plutonium 20 238Uranium 7.421 ± 0.01 s),4),1

Americium Plutonium 2.4 ± 0.01 3 ID
Neptunium Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Zirconium 10 Americium

Rare Earth 4.3 Neptunium

Palladium 3.86 Zirconium 1.2 ± 0.01 / 2 07c,
Lanthanum Rare Earth 0.516 ± 0.01 .kitoZitt., b15

Palladium 0.463 ± 0.01 0 4 /"Ii

Lanthanum

* AC 5.404.11 AFCI Glovebox Radioactive Material Mass Limit

The mass of radioactive process material in the AFC! gtovebox enclosure shall be limited to any combination of the following isotopes,
limits are not exceeded:

Isotope' Mass (g) IQ tA-

provided that the individual mass

Or. rAr CA- --- 11. 1 5 JR
-..,

U235' 350

Np237 100

Pu239b 225

Am241 50

Am242m' 6.5

a. Radioactive contaminants associated with isotopes listed in the table that resutt from the lrradiation and
separations processes used to create the listed isotopes are also permitted.

b. Other naturally occurring isotopes of uranium (U-234, U-238) are permitted and do not count aga nst this limit.
Uranium resulting from U-233 production activities is not perrnitted.

c. All Pu shall be counted as Pu239. Plutonium resulting from Pu-238 production activities is not perrn tted. This
allows the Pu in the glovebox to consist of any mixture of weapons or reactorgrade Pu isotopes.

d. Am242m quantities may be conservatively counted as 0.5% of the total Am241 present. As a result of its
properties, Am242rn cannot be chernically or isotopically separated frorn Am241.

Arc MeitIng Parameters:1

Amperage adjust setting: 300

Inner Maid diameter: 5mm

Mold: ZrO,coated Copper

Hearth: Copper

1--
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Fuel Casting Parameters:

Total cast length (minimum): 1.25 inches J31.75 mm)

Slug length (minimum): 1.25 inches (31.75 mm)

Sam•le len•th rninimum): sample length will be determined after casting

Batch in ormation:

Component Mass (grams) WeLghed by FMH Verified by FMH Date

2"Uranium % Enrichment

235Uranium/Zirconium Alloy

238uranium 74 2-(  cc:
—.:/\)

...,—,,--.41". Ji-7 -I c

Plutonium 2 ..3' t .--e-----55 ri 7- rl

Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Americium

Neptunium

Zirconium / 2674, Th'i\ //- 7 - is-

Rare Earth t) . 57-'7 (Y; \) ,.ie-t 1 Z - 7 - 1i-

Al1 4.474 4 , pet, 0 I/6,444i C\--A) „;----,1--t-70 I 7 - 7- Li

Total Weight (grams) 8 . 9 47/4 - aci\ „--e:-.--0-7 a- 7-Is--

Weight of Alloyed/Casted Material
(grams) // 5 1

'-/\)i\.)
,,,'C'''5-4)

71,-7 -IC

Material Differencelgrams) G. e,,,,e),/
'---''

---..,---
e---. - a 1-1 s*-

Material Accountability by: ..._____,-- .................. .-,,-------
(MBA Custodian) 

Date:

,
Slug Informa ion:

Slug No.
Weight aftercutting

lgrams)
Diameter

(inches/mm)
Length

(inches/mm)
Weighed/ Measured by

FMH
Verified by
FMH Date

1 5, C 7 7 i' 1,y., 0 / 9 7
il

0 75/
II

P, " /- at - 16,

INI-- 2
,-'4.4e..., .5; •,-.", .r-C,

A470 g--. /- 2 I. -14•

-,1C- 3
,,,=, e•-1 .5 ., .,,,,,. 2.c_.

el , (.1' J11 11 42 7, i,i/1 2, ti,-,4,,,A.
---../%1

...0,46 / - I& Ito

4

5

6

7

Total weight aftercutting (grams):
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Total weight of alloyed/casted material (grams): j,/ /51

Material differences (grams): 0 . 2t Z._

Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian) „,z-- ---H---

Date:
j-e L /4

Balance Information:

Manufacturer: Model No: Serial No: Calibration Due Date:

Caliper Information:

Manufacturer: ,Model No: Serial No:  Calibration Due Date:

Narrative:

NOTE: Ln mean lanthanides which is the same as RE or rare earths

Melt alloy according to the directions below, record total number of times alloy is melted or casting is attempted

but didn't drop. Also not any changes in alloy appearance after melting, especially multiple times, i.e. darker surface

color, visible dross, etc.

Buttoning Sequence

l ) Melt U + Pd flip and remelt 1X

2) Add Zr to U + Pd button - flip and remelt 1X

3) Add Pu to the U+Pd+Zr button — flip and remelt 1X

4) Add Lanthanides to the U+Pd+Zr+Pu button- Flip and remelt 3X

Initial cut to square ends only leaving length as long as possible.

1
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Alloy Fabrication Required

Unique ID (SPM No., SADZ No., etc.)

Total Batch Weight:

ID Yes 0 No

AFC-U19P0.7Z4.3T-5M-1215-Siugl

13 grams

"S•bc.,)-z &A"ee

(1)

Alio Formulae Weis ht % Com gonent Mass* • rams ± tolerance value
235Uranium

235Uranium % Enrichment
238Uranium 71 745Uranium/Zirconium Alloy
Plutonium 19 238Uranium 9.23 ± 0.01 "1,D-3-e
Americium Plutonium 2.47 ± 0.01 a ,A-11),
Neptunium Plutonium/Americium Alloy _.
Zirconium 0.7 Arnericium

Rare Earth Neptuniurn

Titanium 4.299 Zirconium 0.091 ± 0.01 O. (21'1(0'1
5.001 Rare Earth,_Molybdenum

Titanium 0.559 ± 0.01 Q. S Sato

Molybdenum 0.650 ± 0.01 43 . ii.,Li tk 5

• AC 5.404.11 AFCI Glovebox Radioactive Material Mass Limit

The mass of radioactive process material in the AFCI glovebox enclosure shail be limited to any combination of the following isotopes,limits are not exceeded

Isotoyel Mass (g)

provided that the individual mass

/04 k4 an .Ch : 1 a , (i ( o
.3U235* 350

Np237 100

Pu239' 225

Am241 50

Am242rn• 6.5

a. Radioaclive contaminants associated with isotopes listed in the table that result from the irradiation and
separations processes used to create the listed isotopes are also permitted.

b. Other naturally occurring isotopes of uranium (U-234, U-238) are permitted and do not count aga rtst this liml_
Uranium resulting from U-233 production activities fs not permitted

c. All Pu shall be counted as Pu239. Plutonium resulting from Pu-238 production activities is not perrnitted. Thisallows the Pu in the glovebox to consist of any mixture of weapons or reactorgrade Pu isotopes.

d. Arn242rn quantities may be conservatively counted as 0 5% of the total Am241 present As a result of its
properties, Am242m cannot be chemically or isotop catty separated from Arn241.

Arc Melting Palymeters: 

i3Erlpflqapd : 300

lnner Mold diameter: 5mm 

Mold: ZrO: coated Copper

Hearth: Cop er
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" - L 1 .  - '- 'rt.! , t ----) ' - ' - '
Fuel Casting Parameters: '''' 1 ' ' ' ' . ,._ _ ,, _ ., _

_Total cast length (minimum): 1.25 inches (31.75 mm)

Slug length (minimum): 1.25 inches (31.75 mm)

Sample length (minimum): sample length will be determined after casting .

Batdh Information: ,

Component Mass (grams) Weighed by FMH Verified by FMH Date
r
235Uranium % Enrichment

235Uranium/Zirconium Alloy

238Uranium ci 2 5 (----: /7-.7-(5-

Plutonium 1,-/2 -/L --'' tz -I IC

Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Americium

Neptunium

Zirconium õ 0964/
.----1\)

....---z:„----'74:› /2-7-1;

Rare Earth

77,--4...,, ,,,,1 2( b . 5- 5 -  .0

<\__

-----‹___'0:'s /I 1 /5-

iqe 4/ ae4 OM t: , kz.1,9 5- (`) ...------- /z. 7./5--

Total Weight (grams) / 3. cW'ZS— f\) -,:!---> ig. 7-IS-

Weight of Alloyed/Casted Material
(grams)

/z 14,0
q-0 .,„--,5:-; /2.-145

Material Difference (grams) l'i. Pi-4'r
cr\) ...----a--77-5 /z--7-1C

Material Accountability by: ------- ,.........
(MBA Custodian) ..--------

Date:

.
Slug information:

Slug No.
Weight aftercutting

(grams)
Diameter

(inches/mm)
Length

(inches/mm)
Weighed/ Measured by

FMH
Verified by
FMH Date

1 — 3/z ,1,1 0 /F1' 0 72/9
‘

.,..-e---------,' /-z7-/6.

4 2
,_ti,,,— -;_.,.....,I.

0. 4,/ / _..t.- 3-S 1—zr-11,

--1,.-1 3\__.
-7,-di, ..$,..-..-7--4.__
O.-151 ii 93 ,,-- 2' 73 di., i'`i ..---,,-. (-11-11-

4

-

5

6

7

Total weight aftercutting (grams): /2 Ce
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Total weight of alloyedicasted material (qrams): / 2.160
Material differences (grams): 0.- 5'7'7
Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian) _,_-------s----- 

..------- Date: /-71-14,

Balance Information:

Manufacturer: Model No: Serial No: Calibration Due Date:
Caliper information:

Manufacturer: Model No: Serial No: Calibration Due Date:

Narrative: ,
1Alloy composition- 61.84% DU - 19% Pu - 0.7% Zr - 4.299% Ti- 5.001% Mo

Charge targets- DU 9.23 g ± .01

Pu 2.47 g ± .01

Zr 0.091 g ± .01 0, (-., (5/

Ti 0.559 g ± .01 C- 5-5-g 6.-.)

Mo 0.650 g ± .01 a 6::"/ i,.C.

Button according to the buttoning sequence below, record total number of times alloy is melted or casting is
attempted but didn't drop. Also note any changed in alloy appearance after melting, especially multiple times,
i.e. darker surface color, visible dross, etc.

,_Buttoning Sequence

1) Alloy Mo+Ti+Zr first- flip and re-melt 3X

2) Add U and Pu to Mo+Ti+Zr button, flip and re-melt 3X

lnitial cut to square ends only leaving length as long as possible

-
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4. Aon Required 

tie ID (SPM No., SADZ No., etc.)

Total Batch Weight:

AFC-3F-2

0 Yes 0 No

14.995 grams

Alloy Formulae Weight % Component Mass* grams ± tolerance value

235Uranium 43% 235Uranium % Enrichment 6.386 -10.05 (69% U-235) /,

238Uranium 67% 235Uranium/Zircanium Alloy

Plutonium 238Uranium 7.107±0.05 (Depleted) 7

Americium Plutonium

Neptunium Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Zirconium 10% Americium

Rare Earth Neptunium

Zirconium 1.502 ±0.02 /. 571

Rare Earth
1

Amperage adjust setting: 300 amps

inner Mold diameter: 4.3 mm

Mold: ZrO2 coated quartz

Hearth: Copper

.F i.C.a0n -Bargm-6terss:

Total cast length (mitirntLn.5 

Slug length (minimum): 1.5 in. 

Sample length (minimum): 1-2 mm (Chem), 2-3 mm (Metallography)

--,1•11•0. 

- -
.- ,.....—, ...„..,___. 

- A'-2..-10.-"L

1,i1„,ii,;-illi-rtisfioiqf . t - ---.Jar

Component

,___,,...—

Mast(grams) Weighed by FMH Verified b FMH Date
235Uranium % Enrichment 6 3114 -c-fa-0 -5-/o-a.

235Uranium/Zirconium /0±2x

238Uranium 7. 091 1../t.ii.

Plutonium

Plutonium/Americium Alloy
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Americium

Neptunium

/. 5-/ 7

.. 

----1\) ,r:c 3--lo-- r i—_Zirconium

Rare Earth

Total Weight (grams) /h-ii ̀ 1W ----"/\, - - -L- : .," : 5 ?, 1,-- t c-
Weight of Alloyed/Casted Material

(grarns)
../-41,-F-te

1 Il 5-.-i ‹../1 ,---ex-,'":5 ?.,:-/L.,

Material Difference (grams) ..-/-:-7114- 0, D a 5— st\ .̀, .,`--..---d-5- /,.-: - / L.

Material Accountability by: 
....„1,-..-----------(MBA Custodian)

Date: 5,./e ,/e.„

—;77:7,1-:"-•2-v_,.. :.,,-;!4:,.:- . , , 'r'-'-',70'%--c-.,-"-7---- -4,-' ' -,'-;-.7-v,2-.:, r7-..;--,, - , ,F'•'-7-,:-' ''...': -1.: •±'-* '1514..1:- -1. ',;'' % '7'r.-, , 

- 
, 71-7:;;7Sa'T'fo'177;71-,7,:lki#7,317-yrir,2":j. :•_;.:,, .,, r_K ..,.., :,-, , T . ,:81tig 11:f.ifOirhgliPri: 

-

Slug No.
Weight after-cutting

(grams)
Diameter

(inches/mm)
Length

(inches/mm)
Weighed/Measured by

FMH
Verified by
FM H

.

Date

WS. 1
:J4:5

cg , 5. I 5 c, 0.161 ,wc1., II ‘ici i iitc Is <cf\,, ....tcS 1.ztl-ti.

2
,frte.-P- •

0.0479,- il, 3 6 tow! 3 . o 2 1.1,4
''C- .es..../

„....-e:-.---5 ; - 247 *4.

3
„.,...., ,.......
pi 413,7- 4/, ,Zei kr /-1 - ). i 5 Imo

\

- ...,c."„, ,C"----5 -1.z* 4,

4

5

6

7

Total weight after-cutting (grams): /14, 3 ( / „„ (. ,e-ei

Total weight of alloyed/casted material (grams):
1

../4-rct-C-P- Pi. qqr

Material differences (grams):
..s..t 4 t. /451

7.2 , e. 32-,Y

Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian)

...-----7 ______
, ...--„:-------

.-----...„....---------- Date:
le/ - f; t,..

Balance Information: i--;s4e, S'ege,,Al.“._

Manufacturer: Model No: el• 4 4/1 Serial No: 72351:L Calibration Due Date: e/- I:4i

Caliper lnformation: ievh4.-ye • Aso 1,/-4- /PCS 4 a,' iviAl-, c

Manufacturer: Model No: it-c) - &'" Â,g Serial No: ,493o'Fibi Calibration Due Date: I-1?-17
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Alloy Fabrication Required

Unique ID (SPM No., SADZ No., etc.) AFC-3F-3

El Yes No

-0,1) is•

Total Batch Weight: 24.177 grams

Alloy Formulae - Weight % Component Mass* grams ± tolerance value
Z'SUranium 8.4% "'Uranium % Enrichment 2.867 ±0.05 (69% U-2351Z
"'Uranium 61.6% "'Uranium/Zirconium Alloy

Plutonium 20% "'Uranium 14.045 ±0.05 (Depleted) Aji
Americium Plutonium 4.844 ±0.05 4 FL2-2-)
Neptunium Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Zirconium 10% Americium
—

Rare Earth
..

Neptunium

Zirconium
--,

2.422 ±0.05 2: z/5-3„

Rare Earth
..../

, ..,

L
' AC 5.404.11 AFCI Glovebox Radioactive Material Mass Limit

The mass of radioactive process material in the AFCI glovebox enclosure shall be limited to any combination of the following isotopes,
limits are not exceeded:

Isotope4 Mass (q)

provided that the individual mass

U235" 350

Np237 100

Pu239' 225

Am241 50

Am242mi 6.5

a. Radioactive contaminants associated with isotopes listed in the table that result fram the irradiation and
separations processes used to create the listed isotopes are also permitted

b. Other naturally occurring isotopes &uranium (U-234, U-238) are perrnitted and do not count against this limit,
Uranium resulting from U-233 production activities is not permitted.

c. All Pu shall be counted as Pu239. Plutonium resulting from Pu-238 production activities is not permitted. This
allows the Pu in the glovebox to consist of any mixture of weapons or reactorgrade Pu isotopes

d. Am242m quantities may be conservatively counted as 0 5% of the total Arn241 present. As a result of its
properties, Am242m cannot be chemically or isotopically separated from Am241.

—,----
Afc Melting1R9rarndtes:

Amperage adjust setting: 300 amps, _

Inner Mold diameter: 4.3 mm

Mold: Zr03 coated quartz

Hearth: Copper
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Rielt'aStiri-g'ParabibterS:i.,

Total cast length (minimum): 2.5 in.

Slug length (minimum): 1.5 in. 

Sample length (minimum): 1-2 mm (Chem), 2-3 mm (Metallggraphyl

— ---- ---, , ,.- .--,9-sat ,  
Batth trikimiation:?_ ,_tr - - ''. ' f:;:f4WWV, - '''Pi - ' ..,,-.: __ ' ' ., ' -AR4C-L, -4LIV4-X4..._ Aitt-.1/2.4., _

Component Mass (grams) Weighed by FMH Verified by FMH Date 

3 Uranium % Enrichment Z. 4741.0 '''* /\ ----- - 7- / 4
2'5Uranium/Zi conium Alloy

238U ranium :114 P1-15 7--i g I -II

Plutonium i'i, 7,07 , ,,7,/ 11,.S\-----/N
Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Americium

Neptunium

Zirconium 2 4 53 ,...,---.,- - -7-I\''.
Rare Earth

Total Weight (grams) Z4. /5-Z. ,,-..*-. 7,k 7 - i C.,

Weight of Alloyed/Casted Material
(grams)

-...... 473.47zs.

\---('‘')
8 7-1(..

Material Difference (gram) „.-L:--L-srr (lc zz-i
'C-cf\)

- , A /- r C.

Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian)

- - Date:
..Z' "Le.

,A---------------.-,z._-----  „--- —

Slug lnformatign:

Slug No.
Weight aftercutting

(grams)
Diameter

(inches/mm)
Length

(inches/mm)
Weighed/ Measured by

FMH
Verified by
FMH Date

5/6 347441 '4;1 ,
c.

i - 4.1.1415.- ti.tific

3 , iiss- U. a
1 1 1

t . 1 
ci 6 „,c.

,----- z 1,1-11,
2

...,..,
41, 1 l 5 c 9. dqin II ,..5 2e1 6..

3
MIA-

0, 5 3 C, r 11, Ribt, .-10 ,.,•-t e--..,.. Z 2 ,./.14-<-7

4

5

6

7 

Total weight aftercutting (grams): 2 3 5 q; 

-fo> /0.1) - (hr.?)
T4 it-' 51 :t3 171T-t
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Total weight of alloyed/casted material (grams):

, _
2-• . 

4)/5
Material differences (grams): Li 331)

Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian)

.....„.„.

.

Date:

.

2_74. i L....„..----- 

Balance Information: /4-11111,- Staeft-o4c

Manufacturer: Model No: Atel e- Lin Serial No: 72 35-GL Calibration Due Date: 4-1: /1,

Caliper Information: piduhye - A6s.hit 40s 0,3),vv.ki ,_

Manufacturer: Model No: z-o- L't A5 x Serial No: 1430711: 7 Calibration Due Date: J./ 3-/7

- 4 .NarratiVe:, .

Please use the 69% enriched feedstock for the U-235 source. Button a minimum of 3X before dropping into the quartz
mold. Record the number of times the alloy was buttons and drop attempts. Remaining material after samples have
been cut shall be AFC-3F-3 ARCHIVE.

l3i,P1-2. 11/1 i
?„)1-w le /-2,,i)-.--- 22 etz 5 e'hr /NI

/1/ 54ig At/eV/1 1.4.' 747 ,y1,4 S `,"'"" 44.2-.5

'. I. 1 .1

4-' /41 S5 AH 6 4 1 7 /6: rl /-

3 3-14-- 1.23 5? --;- 77,;,../ t ̂ ••.1-0,f_.
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Alloy Fabrication Required

Unique ID (SPM No., SADZ No., etc.)

Total Batch Weight:

AFC-3F-4

ID Yes Q No

14.994 grams

Alloy Formulae Weight % Component Mass* grams ± tolerance value

235Uranium 39% 235Uranium % Enrichment 5.803 ±0.05 (69% U-235)

238Uranium 51% 235Uranium/Zirconium Alloy

Plutonium 238Uranium 7.689 ±0.05 (Depleted) -7,

Americium Plutonium

Neptunium Plutonium/Americium Alloy

Zirconium 10% Americium

Rare Earth Neptunium

Zirconium 1.502 ±0.02 /, Cz I

Rare Earth

41'.1/2c SIAM I?"9 PiPS'4:1,178ltE!Tr

- l - ,

Amperage adjust setting: 300 amps

Inner Mold diameter: 4.3 mm

Mold: Zr02 coated quartz

Hearth: Copper

fu-e.I Gosfiri ratnetets:

Sample length (minimum): 1-2 mm (Chem), 2-3 mm (Metallosraphy)

._ _ _— _
.

: il ti:11 IFORROfitlit 'i'-''kika4r4;idimioci,......w.x...,.....,..,,,...,-"l'I"'"T4 *""r'4"4"-"' ,,,, . Zi100121631044445011,MA — ..

Component Mass (grams) Weighed by FM1-I Verified by FMH Date

235Uranium % Enrichment 5 7 4:' 1 cS:c----I _.,...-e.: 3 - 7 - i G

235Uranium/Zirconium Alloy

- __

_ -

238Uranium 7. 7 i le
\:\ jx.)

_ ..---eil- ? . 7- / L

Plutonium
—

_ —

Plutonium/Americium Alloy

. _.
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Americium

Neptunium

Zirconium 1 52-1 ...--- 5- 3- 7-1(..
Rare Earth

Total Weight (grams) lc t)44 4 --/\) .......--=:: --5- 3 -1 - t i-
Weight of Alloyed/Casted Material

(grams) C' /57 '' I 4... ....,.."__ 5. -1 - i t.
\-,1 -)k.)

Material Difference (grams) O. 0 y3 ---i\) _.--, 3 - -7 .- I L
Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian)

Date: 3 i - I ta-

AigliacirniatiOn:.
. -ic i.. " - it.:11- '' ir+...P., '' t-,".,-,, , -,- ,--, , , ---, , -,,,,..- -----y -,, _ . , , -1,,,, ,:,...-.,p ... .„-r.,,, . . ,-., .0..,,,,,-;,F. ,.. ,..„_, - - - - --1- --• ,_ , _ ' -',.., 1._:1,7.--t-i:.--. - -!, i ,,,,,: ' ,•,:i-A1,.:_ -..12- _ - _._, , ,. ' -  ,,

Slug No.
Weight after-cutting

(grams)
Diameter

(inches/mm)
Length

(inches/mm)
Weighed/Measured by

FMH
Verified by
FMH Date

314r
.n.=,
5. 63op._ 1.7.1700 ",-4 i. 4/9'15 idr4.

'C)-si

,-,eZ35 ,?-11) it

2
mg 4.4

c.,,It7 . 17 CO ,,),f,L,
0+

/4 4/1/ i+1 +11 —; ./i - it....""e -,.S 

3
Ale ,

0 . 5(4,7,

.

0,17ce,sict, 2.50,0'1 -----55. -1t.c---"'A)-

4
__

5

6

7
_

,

Total weight after-cutting (grams):

Total weight of alloyed/casted material (gLams):

Material differences (grams):

Material Accountability by:
(MBA Custodian) 

Balance Information:

Manufacturer:

Caliper Information:

141.697.2

( 0 , 3citi;

F5(...te- Se r?•11-, 

Model No: Acc,L *4/ 7

Manufacturer:

4 5zi_j

Model No: ("P- 'itnt

Serial No: 3 S. ir

Date:
3 -/c-g.

Calibration Due Date: 4/-4 - /

-731 5'9s
Serial No: H-5 Calibration Due Date: / -) 3 
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